Abstract: This study demonstrates a challenge of building and validating a model of factors associated with long-term economic success of economies, as reflected by measures of their aggregate value of output/income per capita. We use two quantitative modelling techniques including multiple linear regression (MLR) and a newer technique of soft regression, a modelling tool based on fuzzy information processing technology. The objective of this study is to test and compare the two information-processing tools to find the more reliable and potentially helpful tool for policy decision making. The conclusions of this study are: 1) the soft regression tool generated more consistent and comprehensible results in comparison to the MLR method; 2) based on soft regression tool, the model displayed solid stability over extensive period under study; 3) based on MLR method, we could interpret the results as supporting the validity of the model; however, some of the results were contradictory, thus undermining the reliability of conclusions.
Introduction
The objective of this study is to examine the effectiveness of two information-processing tools (modelling tools) under conditions of severe uncertainty -the multiple linear regression (MLR) and the soft regression (SR) method. The idea is to utilise these tools to build a computerised model that will constitute effective policy supporting tool. The purpose of this paper is to compare and evaluate the two methods, while using the construction of economic growth model as a case study.
First stage in the modelling process is the theoretical definition of the model. We utilise several factors that are usually associated with the long-term economic success as reflected by various measures of standard of living. These factors include international competitiveness, human capital and degree of social progress. Absence of quantitative cross-national data for these variables induced us to use proxy variables. Building a quantitative model consisting of known concepts, but without directly measurable data is a challenging task and a good case study to demonstrate the degree of effectiveness and reliability of the two very different information-processing methods.
We decided to test the model over four decades by using cross-national data for the years 1965, 1978, 1992 and 2007 to confirm its long-term stability. Traditional modelling techniques such as MLR require precise and complete model specification, as well as additional restrictive and inflexible conditions, which is highly problematic under the conditions as described above. Hence, we also applied the SR method, based on fuzzy information processing, which does not require precise model specification, and can handle incomplete models without distorting the relative importance of participating variables. We compared the performance of the two information processing techniques regarding reliability and stability.
Literature
The literature associated with economic growth includes emphasis on investment in physical capital and technological progress (Thirlwall, 1987) , including the 'new growth theory' (Koner, 1996) . The background factors facilitating economic success include international competitiveness, human capital and the degree of social progress (Shnaider and Haruvy, 2008) .
Greater degree of international competitiveness allows the country to capture a larger portion of the continuously expanding global markets and to facilitate long-term economic growth (Davidson and Kregel, 1997) .
The concept of international competitiveness of a country (relative to other countries) is frequently used but rarely defined (Fagerberg, 1988) . However, it refers to the ability of a country to realise economic policy goals, while there are links between the economic growth and balance of payment position of an open economy, which we refer to size of export. According to Fagerberg (1996) , the words 'technology' and 'competitiveness' are two of the most popular buzzwords of our time, and policy-makers link the two. Lundvall (2010) presents a new perspective on the dynamics of the national and the global economy by basing international competitiveness of nations on innovation referred to level of technological development.
Investment in human capital constitutes one of the main factors promoting long-term economic growth (Seidi, 2001 ). Cohen and Soto (2007) presented data-set regarding years of school across countries for the years 1960-2000 (based on the OECD database on educational attainment and from surveys published by UNESCO). They found in standard cross-country growth regressions that their series showed significant coefficients for schooling describing impact of human capital on growth. Routledge and von Amsberg (2003) defined and characterised social capital in a simple growth model by incorporating the trading model into a growth model to connect among growth, labour mobility, and social capital.
According to Fagerberg (1996) , the words 'technology' and 'competitiveness' are two of the most popular buzzwords of our time, and policy-makers link the two. He addressed the questions of what do we really mean when we talk about the international competitiveness of a country, and what does technology have to do with this from a long run perspective.
Hence, the most important factors affecting economic growth include international competitiveness, quality of human capital, and degree of social progress. The proxies we use include export per capita-proxy for the degree of international competitiveness, tertiary and secondary education-proxy for investment in human capital as well as the degree of social progress. Additional proxies include: high technology (exports of products associated with advanced technology)-represent both knowledge, as related to human capital, and international competitiveness, as reflected by the export sector of the economy, and natural population growth-representing the degree of social progress.
Regarding estimation methods, MLR is the very basic, widely used tool as found in Seber and Lee (2003) , Brown (1990) , Diaz et al. (1983) and Giloni and Padberg (2002) . Various soft computing/fuzzy information processing techniques have been introduced to handle severe cases of uncertainty, where standard statistical systems cannot function effectively due to challenges such as lack of knowledge or lack of data to define and implement complete and precise model. The idea of fuzzy sets was introduced by Zadeh (1965) , and since then has been widely applied in various branches of information processing, such as fuzzy linear programming (Saati et al., 2015) , fuzzy genetic algorithms (Bera and Maiti, 2012) , various fuzzy neural networks applications -such as fuzzy cognitive maps (Kosko, 1992) , etc. In this article we apply soft computing tool -SR which is based on fuzzy information processing (Kandel et al., 2000; Maimon and Rokach, 2005) . Comparison of MLR to SR appears in Yosef et al. (2015) .
Model
In this section, we introduce a conceptual model, which is the precondition for constructing a quantitative model. We identify the following factors that influence economic success of various countries (reflected by standard of living) as components of our model. These factors are international competitiveness, human capital and social progress. As we stated above, there are no quantitative data for these factors, and it is necessary to use proxy variables instead. This constitutes an excellent example of practical case where policy makers are induced to make policy decisions under severe conditions of uncertainty: the relevant variables are not directly measurable, and the use of proxies is the only option for applying quantitative computing.
Therefore, it is critical to define and explain in details the components of the model in order to be able to evaluate to what extent the use of quantitative proxy variables reflects the originally intended variables of the model (will be explained in the next section):
1 International competitiveness: The more globally competitive is the country and the higher is the value of products and services sold in global markets (per capita), the greater is economic success and higher standard of living. The term 'international competitiveness' reflects: a The ability of a given country to produce products and services in a competitive manner (high quality or low cost). b The capability to supply globally large enough amount of products and services while generating substantial income per capita. There is a definite relation expected between the degree of social progress and the previously defined factor of human capital. In addition, we expect some relation between human capital (technology, knowhow) and international competitiveness. Hence, the factors included in this model are dependent of each other. This fact constitutes a severe limitation for information processing tools based upon assumption that all explanatory variables are independent (such as MLR).
Explanatory variables
We utilised the following variables as proxies for the three explanatory factors of our model: international competitiveness, human capital and social progress.
1 Export per capita-being a proxy for the degree of international competitiveness of a given economy in global markets (adjusted for the population size). This is not a very accurate proxy since in some countries re-export of imported components may constitute a substantial portion of their exports, while in other countries such re-exported component is small or insignificant. However, even in the case of the substantial re-export component, it still requires certain competitive capabilities that determine why one country is engaged in re-exporting of some items and not others.
2 Education-being a proxy for investment in human capital as well as a proxy of the degree of social progress: a Tertiary education-percentage of the relevant population group that attends tertiary education institutions. b Secondary education-percentage of the relevant population group that attends secondary education institutions.
4 Natural population growth-birth rate minus death rate. This is a proxy representing a degree of social progress. Rapid natural growth of population is in general associated with agrarian economies, where the agricultural sector is usually characterised by traditional (and technologically backward) methods of production, where large families are customary and where children since a very young age are utilised as labour force thus negatively affecting their investment in human capital. On the other hand, smaller families (that result in slower population growth) are usually associated with the aspiration to be part of the middle class (or above), to acquire education and skills needed for a successful career. Also, slower population growth requires less expenditures for infrastructure whose purpose is just to accommodate increase in numbers, and therefore more could be spent to improve quality (of human capital).
Method
In this study, we defined and tested a quantitative model of factors associated with economic growth, based on cross-national data obtained from the database, as well as previous files and publications of the World Bank. We tested the model over extended period of 40 years (1965, 1978, 1992 and 2007) to confirm the model's validity and stability. We utilised two quantitative modelling tools-MLR and SR method. When selecting data we avoided years with severe international economic crises (for example years 1973-1976, 1990-1991, and 2008-2013) . We also chose similar intervals among the selected years. For 2014, the data were not available for large number of countries at the time we performed our study.
We utilised aggregate income per capita as a measurement of performance of various countries. However, there are several different methods to measure aggregate income/output on a cross-national basis. These methods are based on current or constant US dollars (USDs) relating to per capita gross national product (GNP), gross domestic products (GDP) or gross national income (GNI). All these measures are internationally accepted, and we could not figure out which one better represents 'standard of living' (another good example of uncertainty our tools had to overcome). In addition, not all the measurement methods appear in all the years selected in the same form. Hence, to maintain long-term consistency we utilised for each year two of these measures: Regarding the explanatory variable of exports, there are also several measurement methods substantially differing from each other as far as numerical values. We could not find any theoretical argument which measure is more appropriate for use in our study, so to maintain long-term consistency we utilised for each year three of these measures: 
Multiple linear regression
There are many correlation techniques (association rule analysis, neural networks, decision tree, etc.), but the classic and most common of all is a MLR. MLR attempts to model the relationship between one or more explanatory variables (independent variables) and a response variable (dependent variable) by fitting a linear equation to observed data. Every value of the explanatory variable is associated with a value of the dependent variable. The linear regression model expressed mathematically as:
where X 1 , X 2 , …, X n represent explanatory variables, Y represent a response variable, a 0 , a 1 , …, a n are regression coefficients, and ε is error term associated with observation. MLR is a modelling tool, and as such, we distinguish between the important factors correlated with the variable we model and the unimportant factors. modelling by definition is a process of simplification, where we attempt to simplify a complex reality and try to understand it by focusing only on the most important factors, while leaving unimportant factors out of the model, so that they will not obscure our ability to analyse and understand the most important things. Therefore, by definition, modelling involves a certain degree of imprecision, caused by the factors (supposedly unimportant) left out of the model. Those factors that are left out of the model are in reality still interacting with the dependent variable causing some variation in its behaviour that the explanatory variables included in the model cannot explain. Those unexplained variations represent the phenomenon of randomness. Randomness is supposed to cause minor deviations in the behaviour of the depended variable versus its expected behaviour based on the behaviour of explanatory variables. This of course expected to be the case if the factors left out of the model are truly of minor importance and tend to cancel each other out over a large enough number of measurements.
However, if for whatever reason one or more of the important factors influencing the dependent variable is left out, and is causing deviation in the expected behaviour of the dependent variable, this is already not a randomness error (normal and expected statistical imprecision) but a modelling error causing mistaken results of a large magnitude. It is termed 'misspecification of model' and leads to biased, distorted results. Regular statistical tests cannot detect misspecification of the model. In some cases, one can detect model misspecification because the coefficients of explanatory variables do not have logical signs (plus instead of minus or vice versa). However, in many cases misspecified models appear to be logical, signs of their coefficients appear to be correct and all the statistical tests look satisfactory.
In this case, we will discover the problem only when the model fails. There are two main factors leading to the model misspecification due to the incorrect set of explanatory variables:
In addition to the possibility of the model misspecification due to the incorrect set of the explanatory variables, there is an additional, even more difficult to handle source of the model misspecification: a requirement to utilise a correct functional form of the equation.
In general we apply linear function because of the convenience (assuming it is a close enough approximation of real behaviour), and not because we have definite theoretical proof that the function is linear. If we decide to use nonlinear specification, there is an infinite amount of possible versions, of which only one is correct. In economics (as well as other fields where laboratory tests are impossible), there is no way to find out theoretically which one of the infinite amount of possibilities is the correct specification.
An additional factor for the model misspecification arises from purely technical reasons, since it is assumed that explanatory variables are independent of each other; However, in reality very often explanatory variables are highly correlated mathematically among themselves (even if logically they are unquestionably separate factors). This often causes either one or both of the correlated explanatory variables to appear as statistically insignificant, and therefore redundant (even though based on common sense, they should definitely be a part of the model in order to have correct model specification).
The modelling case study utilised in this paper is a good example of practical difficulties to adhere to all the strict requirements of MLR. The modelling process raises many questions that are very difficult to answer positively. For example, do we know with certainty all the important factors that facilitate economic growth, are they measurable and appear in statistical publications and databases, etc.? Do we have any idea regarding the correct functional form of the equation?
To compare we utilise an additional quantitative tool SR.
Soft regression
SR is a modelling tool based on soft computing concepts such as fuzzy logic and fuzzy information processing (Zadeh, 1965) . We will briefly describe several of the important characteristics of the SR tool that are different from those of MLR. These characteristics are:
a SR does not require precise model specification. This regression tool is based on fuzzy logic, which is designed in the first place to handle information under severe conditions of uncertainty and imprecision. The idea here is to give up on the possibility of building a precise model and satisfying ourselves with the opportunity to work with whatever data are available. We generate a partial/less-precise model that could still be very reliable in a general direction of its conclusions because it avoids the problem of misspecification bias. It allows using partial and unreliable available data to make reliable but not precise conclusions in comparison to misspecified MLR model based on these data, especially in the case of partial data (some potentially important variables excluded due to lack of data).
b Adding or removing variables does not affect the relative importance of the variables. It does not change the significance and relative importance of the explanatory variables among themselves. This is in contrast to the behaviour of MLR, where addition or removal of an explanatory variable can change drastically the significance of other explanatory variables of the model. This characteristic of the SR adds an important feature of stability and confidence to the decision making.
c We introduce the heuristically determined α-cuts (for minimum and maximum values of membership function) and designed membership function to determine to what extent each value of the processed data is a member in predefined fuzzy set (Zadeh, 1965) . This brings the membership function utilised in SR more in line with 'human thinking' and thus allowing the modeller to monitor the logic of the information processing throughout the analysis. This feature of the SR helps to handle the distortions due to outlying values in a user-based logical approach (in contrast to strictly mathematical method utilised in robust regression approach). 1 In the SR method we utilise the measure of similarity which indicates the degree to which explanatory variable behaves in a similar pattern (direct or inverse) in comparison to dependent variable. Therefore, the measure of similarity, , j Y X S is an equivalent to the statistical measures of significance (t-tests or sig.). However, in addition to significant relation (similarity of , 0.8 what degree all the explanatory variables combined -explain the behaviour of the dependent variable, and in this respect it is equivalent to R square adjusted.
The heuristic features of SR discussed above provide important tools for modelers to avoid distortions when the mathematical 'number crunching' results are in contradiction to common sense.
Data
We obtained the data for this study from World Bank database and previous World Bank hard-copy publications and files. In the case of variable 'high technology', we found variable by that name in the database of the World Bank, but this variable has data only for the later part of the period covered by our study. For the early part of the period, we used variable 'machinery and transportation equipment exports' which is essentially the same type of variable because during the period of 1960s-1980s the capabilities to produce machinery and transportation products represented good proxy of advanced technology capabilities of various countries at that period. Thus for our study covering period 1965-2007 we combined those two variables into a single variable named 'high technology' in order to cover the whole period. For years 1992 and 2007, we excluded new countries of the former USSR and Yugoslavia. The reasons were:
1 Those countries anyways did not exist during early years covered by our study (1965 and 1978) .
2 During the early years of their independence, these new countries experienced severe economic downturn, that lasted for many years and their performance was way below their potential.
The main reason for the severity of the downturn was the difficult transition from centrally managed and highly integrated economic entities to separate economies under transition into more market-oriented approach (at least to some degree). -1965, 1978, 1992 and 2007 . We present three different specifications for various measurements methods of exports per capita (as we discussed above). Tables 1 and 2 utilise model specifications consisting of all five explanatory variables. In MLR regression runs, there were usually two (in some cases one or three) insignificant explanatory variables in all regression runs in both tables.
Results
In the SR regression runs, all explanatory variables were significant (even though there were few cases where some variables came out only partially significant). The results appear in Tables 1 and 2 , and they are very similar although based on two different methods of measuring levels of aggregate economic activities (GNI and GDP). This stability of the results increases confidence in the conclusions and ads to the robustness of the study. Table 3 presents various optional specifications of the model (using MLR), such that all (or overwhelming majority) the explanatory variables are statistically significant for both dependent variables. When utilising MLR modelling tool, the modelling professionals tend to try all the relevant explanatory variables in the first regression run, and then (if some explanatory variables come out insignificant) they try to find combination of the smaller amount of explanatory variables such that all of them will be statistically significant. Table 3 displays different options of combining three explanatory variables and testing whether they maintain statistical significance over the period of 1965-2007.
The table provides four different specifications. Of course, more specifications are possible, but four specifications presented here are sufficient to make the point. The first specification (high-tech, export, and secondary school) came out successful (explanatory variables significant for every year), although secondary school was a poorly performing variable in Tables 1 and 2 . The second specification (high-tech, export, and tertiary school) is also successful where all explanatory variables came out significant for all years. The third specification (natural population growth, export, and secondary school) is successful since all explanatory variables are significant for all years (except natural population growth, which is insignificant only in 2007). Also in this specification, secondary school generates excellent results despite being poorly performing variable in Tables 1 and 2 . The fourth specification (natural population growth, export, and tertiary school) generates similar results to the third one.
Thus, Table 3 (based on MLR) generate some results that contradict the conclusions of Tables 1 and 2 . We will address this issue in detail in the next two sections.
This study has consisted of a very large amount of regression runs -we wanted to make sure that the study is as robust as possible. We tested our model over extended period -from 1965 to 2007, and utilised two different types of measurements for 'standard of living' (GDP and GNI) and three different types of measurements for 'exports per capita'. In addition, we conducted the study utilising two completely different modelling tools (MLR vs. SR), thus we generated as much as possible information for achieving maximum robustness for the study.
Unambiguous results
Variable export per capita came out highly significant in various specifications of MLR, as well as based on SR -for all the years covered by this study. Despite utilising three different measurements of exports (numerically substantially different from each other), the variable came out consistently significant. Based on SR, the variable generated in most cases higher measure of significance High-tech also came out successful explanatory variable. Based on MLR, of all the different specifications and the four different years, this variable came out insignificant only once (Table 2 , third specification, year 1992). In addition, based on SR, high-tech is highly significant variable for all the years under study. MLR derived mostly consistent results and all SR results were consistent.
Since exports per capita and high-tech are both proxies of international competitiveness in the original theoretical model in this study, the results definitely validate international competitiveness as a major factor facilitating long-term economic growth.
Ambiguous results
Tertiary school is relatively successful explanatory variable, but with several cases of being insignificant that are difficult to explain. In Table 1 , this variable appears insignificant in all three specifications for the year 1992, and in Table 2 , it is insignificant in two out of three specifications for the year 1992. For all other years, this variable is significant in both tables. In Table 3 tertiary school appears in two specifications, and is consistently significant for all the years. Based on SR (which utilises all five explanatory variables combined), tertiary school came out significant in both, Tables 1 and 2 for all the years under study. Thus, as far as the significance of Tertiary school, the results of Table 3 and the SR of Tables 1 and 2 are consistent. The only inconsistency, are the results of MLR in Tables 1 and 2 for year 1992. It is difficult to explain this inconsistency on logical grounds, and it is most likely a result of technical issues (see above) arising due to lack of independence among the explanatory variables. While we found some MLR results to be inconsistent, all SR results came out to be consistent.
Secondary school is an explanatory variable, which is additional proxy for human capital and for the degree of social progress. Based on Table 1 , this variable came out insignificant for all three specifications (MLR) for all years except 1992. Similar results appear in Table 2 . On the other hand, based on Table 3 , secondary school is consistently significant in two specifications, in all four years. How one can reconcile such contradictions? This is a good example of difficulties experienced by modellers who utilise MLR. In addition, it should not come as a surprise, given the technical issues associated with MLR as were explained above.
On the other hand, according to SR, secondary school is significant for 1965 and 1978, then declines to partial significance in 1992 and 2007, while in 2007 it is approaching the borderline of insignificance. In the early years covered by our study, there was a substantial gap between the secondary education enrolments in wealthy countries as compared to poor countries. However, over the years the enrolment into secondary education institutions has been increasing in the underdeveloped countries, which narrows the gap between developed and underdeveloped countries in this respect. Hence, we expect that the importance of this variable will decline and eventually will fade away. While MLR derived inconsistent results, the SR derived mostly consistent results, and can logically explain fading away phenomenon.
High-tech, tertiary school and secondary school are the three proxies of human capital. Despite the contradictory results of secondary school, the strong results of the high-tech and the tertiary school definitely support human capital as important factor facilitating long-term economic growth.
Natural population growth is another variable, which generated inconsistent results. In Table 1 we can see that natural population growth is significant in 1965 for all specifications of MLR, and then becomes insignificant for other years. In Table 2 , natural population growth is insignificant in all regression runs of MLR (all specifications, all years). On the other hand, according to Table 3, the variable natural population growth is  significant for 1965, 1978, and 1992 and only drops to insignificance in 2007 (for both specifications). These results are in line with the results of SR, where natural population growth is significant for 1965, 1978 and 1992 , but becomes partially significant (still close to being fully significant) in 2007 in both - Tables 1 and 2 . The latest results are also possible to explain on logical grounds: the reason is that many poor countries have been experiencing a gradual decline in the rate of natural population growth. As the difference between the rate of natural population growth between the wealthy countries and the poor countries decreases over time, the variable loses its statistical significance in its ability to explain the gap in standard of living. While MLR derived inconsistent results, the SR method derived mostly consistent results and can logically explain fading away phenomenon.
The variables tertiary school, secondary school, and natural population growth are all proxies for the theoretical variable 'degree of social progress'. The results above could be interpreted, that two of the proxies (secondary school and natural population growth) were definitely important proxies for the degree of social progress during the early years under study, but in the later part of the period under study, these two variables are in the process of losing their explanatory capability. However, the variable tertiary school has been mostly significant variable (few insignificant cases of MLR runs are most likely due to technical issues discussed above), and therefore validates 'degree of social progress' as being relevant factor facilitating long-term economic growth. However, the results also point to the need to identify additional proxy variables for this factor, because of the fact that two of the presently used proxies are in the process of fading away.
It can be summarised, that despite some technical difficulties inherent in MLR, by combining MLR and SR, the extensive and robust testing conducted in this study strongly support international competitiveness, human capital and the degree of social progress as definitely important factors facilitating long-term economic growth.
Technical evaluation
Tables 1-3 demonstrate contradictions of results generated by MLR. Some variables came out significant in some specifications and insignificant in others. Only variable Exports per capita came out significant in all specifications. One must remember that theoretically there is only one model specification, which is correct. Other model specifications are incorrect, even if in some cases they generate (with some luck) correct results. The model is subject to misspecification bias. Now the question is which one of the many specifications used in Tables 1-3 is the correct one? Choosing one given specification means we include some variables and exclude other variables. Unfortunately, there is no reliable indicator to make such choice. In addition, there can always be a possibility that all of the specifications attempted in a given study are incorrect. There could be factors, which based on the present perception are not considered important due to our lack of knowledge. There could be some important factors without data, since no one has attempted in the past to measure them. This is the real world situation where numerous modellers and decision makers must operate under severe degree of uncertainty. One of the objectives of this study was to demonstrate the issues involved and to illustrate the difficulties and contradictions.
SR, on the other hand, involved much fewer regression runs, allowed to combine all the explanatory variables into the same function, and did not generate contradictions among the results. All the results conformed common sense regarding the general behaviour of the data as was explained above (e.g., behaviour of secondary school, natural population growth). The stability and common sense of the results allowed using SR as an additional modelling tool that can help to confirm or reject various model conclusions based on MLR.
In addition to testing and evaluating the model, our objective in this study was also to perform comparison of two quantitative modelling tools MLR vs. SR. The main advantage of MLR is that it is familiar and standardised method, widely practiced by modelling professionals, and when applied appropriately, can generate precise function with predictable and relatively small estimating error due to randomness. The main disadvantage of MLR is that under severe conditions of uncertainty, when the complete and precise specification of a model is unknown, the resulting model could generate distorted results due to the model misspecification bias, thus generating misleading results and therefore being very risky for use for some very critical real world decisions. Thus we can summarise, that if for whatever reason we cannot assure correct model specification, then MLR becomes unreliable modelling tool -even though modelers using MLR attempt to mitigate this problem by utilising add factors. However, using add factors is a tedious, time consuming and essentially patching process which, however, in some cases succeeds to make some models workable. In this case, questionable reliability requires frequent re-evaluation of add factors.
The SR method is not designed to generate precise (excluding random error) function. To the contrary, it assumes in advance that uncertainty and lack of measurable data does not allow us in some cases to specify precise and complete model. However, in this method, one can utilise partial knowledge of a given domain, and to generate partial model, which is logically consistent. If the membership function is in line with human logic and common sense, so will be the results generated by SR, although the generated function is imprecise. For some applications, where generating precise mathematical function is essential, obviously SR is not the right tool to apply. However, for the purpose of supporting decision making, where correctness of the conclusions is more important than precision, SR is definitely a preferable tool.
From the standpoint of computational convenience for the users, both methods are convenient. From mathematical stand point, SR is simpler than MLR, but MLR has numerous standard computerised programs which are very simple to use.
It seems that under conditions where uncertainty is relatively minor, and the only imprecision expected is the phenomenon of randomness, then, of course, MLR is the right tool to use and there is no point to apply tools such as SR. However, under severe conditions of uncertainty, where in addition to problems of randomness, there are also problems of vagueness and ambiguity as far as the correct and precise model specification, then SR becomes a relevant and very powerful tool (as could be seen from Tables 1-2). It does not mean that MLR becomes a priori useless. It rather seems, that decision makers, researchers and model builders can benefit by combining the two methods. In particular, we can use SR to validate whether MLR model is correctly specified. In addition, if the SR disqualifies a model constructed with MLR, then we can prevent misspecification and avoid critical mistakes. In such case, less precise, but undistorted results of SR are preferable.
Conclusions
In this study, we have conducted extensive quantitative testing of several factors that are supposedly associated with higher standard of living: 'international competitiveness', 'human capital' and 'social progress'. Since to the best of our knowledge there are no direct measurements of such factors, we utilised proxy variables instead. The study covered a period from 1965 to 2007 .
In order to demonstrate the robustness of the model, we utilised data based on different measurement methodologies for standard of living (dependent variable) and for 'exports per capita' (one of the explanatory variables).
The results generated by SR validated significance of all the proxy variables, while showing some weakening of two of them toward the end of the testing period. The results point out to the need to replace the variable 'secondary education' as a proxy variable in the future.
The results of MLR were less definite. They definitely support international competitiveness and human capital as important factors, while 'degree of social progress' became ambiguous throughout the period.
Testing of the model allowed us to perform comparison between SR and MLR as practical quantitative modelling tools. SR tool generated more stable and consistent results in comparison to linear regression (due to large number of possible specifications of MLR models). The SR is a powerful modelling tool with stable and consistent results, and we can use it in combination with the conventional regression tools, or on its own, according to the objectives of decision makers.
